Supervisors prime for jail vote

 Critics tell the board the jail is overcrowded and misuses minimum- and maximum-security prisoners.

 By Kirk Penrod

 The Johnson County Board of Supervisors will vote on July 14 to determine whether a new jail is needed in Des Moines. If it's approved, the county will seek to get an architectural design for a jail.

 The plans have already been submitted to the state jail board, and construction would start by the middle of next year.

 "There are many bad spots," said Board Chairman Bob Borns.

 The current jail, constructed in 1981, is far too small. County officials have said that most inmates are housed in single cells seven to eight feet by 8.5 feet.

 "We have gone quite a few nightmares," said Borns. "Criminal attorneys are now using the jail to take on sexual harassment suits."

 The Justice Department demands a new jail before the county will receive federal money.

 "The board has never been in a situation where it has been forced to have a jail," said Borns.

 "For the first time in history, the board is going to have to deal with the problem of a new jail," said Borns. "So far, the county has not been in a situation where it has had to deal with a jail.

 "It's a difficult issue," said Borns. "We're going to have to deal with the problem of a new jail."
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Senior Tom Learner

Death of student at 23 a.m.

Emergency Action Center and UI Center will hold an annual after-noon event on Friday, 1/20, from 3:00 to 5:00 p.m.
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Nothing rhymes with orange, especially not ‘attractive’

I would like to pause for a moment and encourage you to contemplate what objects we see in our everyday lives that should be ‘attractive’.

Those seemingly pale, colorless peaches that are not orange, but are. If you were to describe them as such, you would be correct. However, is there a reason why they should not be considered ‘attractive’? Is it because they do not fit the traditional definition of attractiveness?

We often look for ‘attractive’ things in our environment, whether it’s the way someone looks, the color of their skin, or the shape of their body. However, I believe that many of these things are subjective and can vary from person to person.

For example, what is considered ‘attractive’ to one person may not be to another. Some might find a certain shade of skin color appealing, while others might not.

As I was walking down the street yesterday, I noticed a woman wearing a dress that had the color of an orange. She looked very beautiful, and I was immediately drawn to her. However, I’m sure that there are others who might not find her as attractive.

So, what do you think? Should we judge someone’s attractiveness based on their skin color, or should we consider other factors as well?

Mary Mccoy
10-week-old advertising strike turns bitter

 Actors and actresses are taking tough about the money actors get for appearing in TV commercials.

By Lynn Miller

LOS ANGELES—When the advertising industry came to town for services of the performing arts, it was not welcomed. There were coolers and demands for a decent wage, but the price of admission was set at $2,400.

The actors and actresses are fighting for a piece of the action, and the union has already settled a 10-week-old strike for appearance fees in commercials.

The industry, represented by the American Federation of Television and Radio Artists, has been negotiating for a new contract with the unions since last June.

The strike began after the unions and the industry failed to reach an agreement on the new contract. The union has been demanding a 37 percent increase in the weekly salary for union members, while the industry has been offering a 10 percent increase.

The strike has been costly for both sides. The unions have estimated that the strike has cost them $120 million in lost revenue.

On June 28, the industry announced that it was willing to negotiate a new contract, but the talks have been stalled.

The strike has also had an impact on the networks. The networks have been forced to hire non-union actors and actresses, which has increased costs and reduced the quality of the programming.

The strike has drawn national attention, with many actors and actresses taking part in the protests and demonstrations.

The outcome of the strike will determine the future of the relationship between the industry and the unions. If the strike is settled, it will set a precedent for future negotiations.

For more information, please visit our website at www.actorsunion.com.
Guard charged in shoplifting death

A Texas man is convicted of ftrentimes.

At the same time, a man is acquitted in murder-for-hire case.

The library is holding a summer reading program.

European meet.

For 11th straight day, UHIC continues its appeal.

Newest Harry Potter.

Starr aide charged in Lewinsky.

Board, colonial days and colonial schools.
**Europe melts down in steamy heat wave**

"At high temperatures shore Greece, Turkey, Italy and the Balkans: at least 25 have died by 8:00 PM.

By Dan Liedman

ATHENS, Greece — A heat wave bucking southern Europe and the Middle East has killed at least 113 in some places this week, and meteorologists say the worst is yet to come, with 100-degree days ahead for many.

Firefighters battled hundreds of fires sparked by the tempratures in Bulgaria, Croatia, Greece, Italy and Romania. In Bucharest, the heat killed 6,089 children and led nursing home residents to die of dehydration.

The high pressure has trapped the hot air from the Balkans and the Mediterranean and reaching into the Middle East. In Iraq, 120 deaths were reported.

"It is the situation of the moment in Europe," said Basil Kourkoulis, Greek meteorologist for the National Center for Atmospheric Research.

The problem has been compounded by high temperatures in the Middle East, with 118 deaths in Iraq alone.

The heat wave has been particularly challenging for residents in southern Europe.

"People have worked to death in Spain and Italy," said one official. "It is too hot."
NEW YORK (AP) — Derek Jeter homered and Paul O'Neill scored two runs as the New York Yankees rallied from seven runs down to beat the Baltimore Orioles 13-9 on Thursday.

Bernie Williams and David Cone combined to allow the Orioles five runs and five hits in 9 1/3 innings in spring training.

Joe Girardi, who returned from a brief assignment with Triple-A Columbus, got the win as the Orioles fell 4-2 Thursday.

Mike Johnson (4-3) pitched five innings and walked one.

Steve Finley was 4-for-4 with a double play for his third save to send the Nationals to a 9-7 win over the New York Mets.

The hit ended one and matched another hit to set May 26, 1988, at Cincinnati. This year’s best game was 18-7 in a 4-0 victory over Arizona.

Diamondbacks 6, Astros 1
Houston—Coco Crisp scattered four hits over eight innings to lead the Arizona Diamondbacks to a 6-1 victory and a three-game sweep of the Houston Astros on Thursday night.

Crisp (2-0), who left baseball in 2015 and worked as a sports analyst in the Republic before returning to pitching last year and walking one, struck out three and pitched six and walked one. He pitched the ninth for his third save of the season. Arizona was swept by the Astros in 2017; the Diamondbacks swept Houston.

Brewers 4, Phillies 2
Milwaukee—Christian Yelich homered and drove in a pair of runs as the Milwaukee Brewers topped the Philadelphia Phillies 4-2.

The hit was the third for Yelich, who homered twice in the Diamondbacks’ win over the Phillies.

Brewers RHP Tim Lincecum pitched seven innings and allowed two runs on six hits with four strikeouts. He walked six and converted his eighth save of the season.

Brewers RHP Yefry Ramirez allowed one hit in six innings and converted his second win in eight starts.

Brewers RHP Drew Rasmussen picked up his first career save.

Red Sox 6, Rangers 5
Boston—The Texas Rangers suffered their fourth consecutive loss in New England on Wednesday night.

J.D. Martinez homered, Mookie Betts drove in a pair of runs and Joe Kelly won his third consecutive start as the Boston Red Sox defeated the Texas Rangers 6-5 on Thursday.

The Red Sox (11-1) improved to 7-0 at Fenway Park this season. The Rangers (11-10) have lost back-to-back games for the first time this season.

RHP David Price (4-3), who was hit by a liner from Carlos Correa in the fourth, allowed two hits and a walk.

Brewers RHP Corbin Burnes pitched a three-hit shutout in his second career start, striking out five in six innings.

Randy Arozarena drove in the go-ahead run in the second, allowing for the Brewers to start a three-game series with the Detroit Tigers.

Brewers RHP Devin Williams struck out the side in the eighth to secure the win.

Red Sox RHP Nathan Eovaldi (2-5) gave up four runs on seven hits in 5 2/3 innings.
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Fred Lane found shot to death in home

Indiana Police say they found Fred Lane's body in his home on Wednesday. A woman was injured in the incident and is recovering. Police believe the shooting was a robbery.

THERE'S NO EVIDENCE THAT THE X-15 WAS ALIVE

Fred Lane, 47, was found shot to death in his home on Wednesday. A woman was injured in the incident and is recovering. Police believe the shooting was a robbery.
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**SPORTS**

**VENUS TO PLAY IN SECOND GRAND SLAM FINAL**

**WIMBLEDON**

Conrad and Jelena got into action here when most expect action from the crew, as it is one quite widely known. The match had ended earlier than expected after 27 minutes.

"It was a good game and I'm happy with the result," Venus said. She added: "I think this is the way she always plays, the way she has been for the last few years: when she is on her game, she is tough to beat." The match lasted 51 minutes.

Venus and Serena are the top two in the world, according to Maxwell, helps to split the mailers had arrived addressed to Williams and her mother. This position is helpful, work, which according to Maxwell, helps to get hit. Arrives home around 11:15 p.m. to rest, and prepare herself for another beating Martina Hingis in the quarters, slippery 6-foot-8 Glen Worley.

Carolina's athletics Williams apologizes Ready Mix 's track meet. Griffm chipped in reaction from the crowd, as if no one quite

Continued

The women also do rotational abdominal "We Podsolak can work again until 9:30 p.m.

... And I can't help but think in some way

when she gets heads Highland

much fun," she said. "I just learned how to play together and..."

"The victory was so much fun," Williams said. "I just learned how to play together and..."

She taught the girls. "When they were kids, I taught them..."

"I taught them how to..." Williams added. "I just learned how to play together and..."

In June 2019, Williams hired Fodera to head the..."
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**Gardener**

- Mon-Tue: Veteran's Memorial Park
- Wed: Southside Park
- Thu: Church of Peace
- Fri-Sat: Sunnyside Park

**Hosts Needed**

- Can work with a variety of meals
- Great for those with dietary restrictions

---

**Community Event**

- Join us for a fun day of outdoor activities!
- Register now for early bird pricing!
VENUS WILLLIAMS STANDS ON THE COURT as the tennis court is rolled out during the U.S. Open at the National Tennis Center in New York in 1996. (AP Photo/Doug Mills)